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Recommendation on draft Statement of International Cataloging Principles

5.1.2.1 Change “persona” either:
- (1) another word (i.e., distinctive entity), or
- (2) add the word to Glossary, with a clear definition

5.1.3 Language
- The language/script of the corporate body, or The language/script of the manifestation?
- The word “references”: cross-references Or references sources?

Recommendation on draft (cont’d)

5.4.1.1 Direct order and the two exceptions:
- The phrase: “should begin with or include”
  - Keep as is, (the majority opinion) or
  - Change to: “should begin with”. (one group member)
    - See also exception two (5.4.1.2)
- Typo – “from” should be “form”
- Local practices different than principles/rules
Recommendation on draft - Appendix

- Standardization
  - Keep as is (group opinion)
  - Update to reflect how standardization helps users, not only librarians (sharing records). (one member)

Glossary

- General suggestion: Arabic glossary should be reviewed extensively.
- Two areas for overall review of the glossary:
  - Add terms: for example,
    - User of the catalog,
    - Persona
  - Delete terms: for example, Agent.
Principles vs. Rules

- Currently used Rules for “corporate body name-change” are sufficient.
- Also Rules are okay when to make a new authority record for the new name.
- Same thing for references for earlier/later names.